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Keep your car looking pristine with our range of exterior cleaning products. Billionaire products are specially 
formulated to remove dirt, dust and stains from your vehicle’s bodywork, leaving it shiny and protected.

Specialized Shampoos: Our specialized shampoos offer a deep clean without damaging your car’s paint. Its 
advanced formula effectively removes dirt and residue without leaving streaks or marks. Additionally, some of our 
shampoos contain protective agents that help maintain your vehicle’s paint and shine.

Liquid Waxes: Our high-quality liquid waxes offer superior protection and a dazzling shine to your car’s paint. Its 
advanced formula forms a protective layer that repels dirt, water and UV rays, helping to keep your vehicle looking 
pristine for longer. Plus, our liquid waxes are easy to apply and can be used on all types of paints.

Waterless Wash: Do you need to clean your car quickly without using water? Our waterless cleaning products are 
the perfect solution. These products contain special cleaning agents that dissolve the dirt and debris from the 
surface of your vehicle, without leaving streaks or marks. Simply spray the product, wipe gently with a microfiber 
cloth, and enjoy a clean car in minutes.

EXTERIOR
CAR BODY WASH & PROTECTION
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500ML

Specially formulated PH 
neutral soap enriched with 
waxes. Thanks to its foam, it 
effectively cleans even the 
most stubborn dirt. The wax 
provides an excellent shine 
while offering protection 
to the bodywork, reviving 
the original colour of the 
paintwork. Minimizes water 
marks and helps drying. 

1L

GEL BANANA

BLN0100

BLN0105

Wash & Wax
BODYWORK WASH
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500ML

Concentrated liquid soap 
with great foaming and 
cleaning power. Specially 
designed for washing 
vehicles by foaming. Its 
abundant active foam and 
its special formulation 
make it easy to clean them, 
recovering their original 
appearance and shine 
and providing unbeatable 
results compared to 
conventional car shampoos. 
It does not leave stains 
and is easily removed with 
water.

GEL FRUITS OF 
THE FOREST

BLN0155

Snow Foam 
Active Wash

BODYWORK WASH

Thanks to its specially 
formula, allows you to 
thoroughly wash the 
vehicle, including rims and 
tyres, without the need for 
water. Safely removes dirt 
while leaving a protective 
layer of hydrophobic wax 
providing a high shine and 
a soft, slippery touch that 
repels dust.

750ML

Waterless 
Wash & Wax

BODYWORK WASH

LIQUID PEACH

BLN0145
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750ML

Product enriched with 
carnauba wax, one of the 
most resistant natural 
protective waxes known. It 
leaves your vehicle with a 
perfect finish, providing an 
excellent shine and adding 
solid protection to the paint 
for a longer period while 
providing a water repellent 
layer.

LIQUID FLORAL

BLN0115

Quick Wax 
BODYWORK PROTECTION
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Wax-based finishing pro-
duct that is easy and quick 
to apply to the bodywork, 
providing an intense shine 
while providing protec-
tion against atmospheric 
agents, such as dust, water 
and dirt. Ideal to apply after 
washing the car.

750ML

LIQUID CITRUS

BLN0140

Quick Detailer 
BODYWORK PROTECTION Extreme hybrid ceramic 

protection with easy 
application. Its special 
characteristics make this 
product as easy to apply as 
a conventional liquid wax. 
Its formula provides an 
extremely smooth finish, 
an extreme hydrophobic 
action and a very high and 
long-lasting protection that 
seals the paint, protecting 
it from dirt and external 
agents. Extremely water 
repellent. Can be applied 
to chrome surfaces and 
plastic trim moldings since 
it does not leave marks or 
bleaching.

750ML

LIQUID

BLN0150

Hybrid 
Ceramic Wax  
BODYWORK PROTECTION
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Wheels and tyres are an essential part of your car, providing safety, performance and style. In our Billionaire wheel 
and tyre care category, we offer you a full range of products designed to keep these important parts in optimal 
condition.

Wheel Cleaners: Your wheels deserve special attention. Our rim cleaners are specifically designed to remove 
dirt, brake dust and grime. With these products, you can restore their original shine and protect them against 
corrosion.

Tyre Cleaners: Proper care of your tyres includes keeping the rubber in good condition. Our tyre cleaners remove 
dirt, dust and debris, as well as restoring the tyre’s original colour.

WHEELS AND TYRES
WHEELS - TYRES
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500ML

Intensifies the colour of 
your tyres, leaving a perfect 
finish with a spectacular 
shine and looking like new. 
Protects, maintains and 
nourishes the elasticity of 
the rubber. Does not con-
tain solvents.

GEL CANDY

BLN0130

Tyre Cleaner 
High Gloss

TYRES
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750ML

Effortlessly removes iron 
particles, brake dust and 
dirt accumulated on vehicle 
wheels. Turns purple as it 
works quickly and effecti-
vely dissolving all the dirt 
that becomes embedded 
from daily use, leaving them 
completely clean and shiny.

LIQUID

BLN0120

Wheel Cleaner 
with Iron 
Remover

WHEELS

750ML

Specifically formulated to 
be tough on dirt and grime 
but gentle on your wheels. 
Eliminates brake dust and 
dirt built up on the wheels, 
leaving them completely 
clean and protected.

LIQUID LOLLIPOP

BLN0125

Wheel 
Cleaner

WHEELS
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Keep the interior of your car spotless and comfortable with our wide selection of Billionaire interior cleaning 
products. From dashboard cleaners to leather conditioners, we offer specialized solutions for every surface.

Dashboard cleaner: Our dashboard cleaners are specially formulated to remove dust, dirt and stains from plastics 
and interior surfaces. Not only do they clean, but they also protect against UV rays, preventing fading and cracking 
over time.

Upholstery cleaners: If your car has fabric upholstery, our textile upholstery cleaners are ideal. These products 
effectively remove stains and embedded dirt, leaving your seats and mats spotless. Additionally, some cleaners 
also contain deodorising agents to eliminate unwanted odours.

Leather cleaners: If you have leather upholstery, our leather cleaners are a must. These products gently remove 
dirt and debris, while maintaining the leather’s original softness and shine.Additionally, they help prevent dryness 
and cracks, prolonging the life of your leather seats.

Leather conditioners: To keep the leather on your seats and door panels in optimal condition, our leather 
conditioners are ideal. These products hydrate and nourish the leather, keeping it soft, supple and resistant to 
wear and tear. Additionally, they provide a protective layer against UV rays and stains.

INTERIOR
INTERIOR UPHOLSTERY AND CARPET - LEATHER- DASHBOARD – PLASTIC AND VINYL
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500ML

Effective multipurpose 
cleaner for all types of 
textile upholstery, carpets 
and vehicle mats. Its specific 
formulation does not harm 
or deteriorate the treated 
surface. It is the ideal 
product for cleaning and 
renewing seats, mats and all 
upholstered surfaces of the 
vehicle.

LIQUID SOAP

FOAM
SPRAY

BLN0160

Carpet & 
Upholstery 

Cleaner 
INTERIOR
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500ML

High-performance 
cleaner specific for leather 
upholstery. Eliminates 
the deepest dirt, reviving 
colours and restoring 
the original look while 
maintaining the natural 
shine of the leather.

LIQUID NEW CAR

FOAM
SPRAY

BLN0165

Leather 
Cleaner 

LEATHER CLEANER

Cream formulated for the 
care of leather and leather 
upholstery. Moisturizes 
the surface preserving its 
strength, texture, colour 
and flexibility. Non-greasy 
texture that dries to the 
touch in just a few minutes. 
Provides dirt and liquid 
repellent agents to increase 
leather protection. Essential 
for leather upholstery to 
remain perfect for years. 
Ideal for rejuvenating worn 
or old upholstery.

GEL NEW CAR

500MLBLN0170

Leather 
Conditioner

LEATHER CLEANER
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300ML

500ML

Specially formulated for 
cleaning and polishing 
dashboards, vinyl, rubber 
and plastic surfaces. 
Removes dust and dirt 
providing a magnificent 
satin matt finish. Maintains 
the dashboard thanks to 
a non-greasy formula and 
UV protection, renewing 
and revitalizing the treated 
surface. Without silicones.

LIQUID COCONUT

BLN0185

BLN0190

Dashboard 
Cleaner Matt
INTERIOR PLASTIC & VINYL

300ML

500ML

Specially formulated for 
cleaning and polishing 
dashboards, vinyl, rubber 
and plastic surfaces. 
Removes dust and dirt 
providing a gorgeous 
glossy finish. Maintains 
the dashboard thanks to 
a non-greasy formula and 
UV protection, renewing 
and revitalizing the treated 
surface. Without silicones.

LIQUID COCONUT

BLN0175

BLN0180

Dashboard 
Cleaner Shine

INTERIOR PLASTIC & VINYL
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Keep all surfaces of your vehicle clean and shiny with our wide range of Billionaire specialist products. From 
window cleaners to insect removers and all-purpose cleaner (APC), we have the right products to meet your 
cleaning needs.

Glass Cleaner: Our glass cleaners are designed to give you a clear, smear-free view on all your car windows and 
mirrors. These products effectively remove dirt, fingerprints and residue, leaving glass surfaces clear and shiny.

Insect Removers: If your vehicle is covered in bugs, our insect removers are the perfect solution. These products 
are formulated to effectively dissolve and remove insect remains stuck to the bodywork and windshield. Its 
specialized formula makes cleaning easy, without damaging the paint or surfaces of the vehicle.

All-Purpose Cleaners (APC): Our All-Purpose Cleaner (APC) is a versatile product that will help you remove grease, 
oil and stubborn dirt from various surfaces in your car. You can use it on the engine, plastic parts and other areas 
that require deep cleaning. Its powerful yet safe formula ensures optimal performance without damaging treated 
surfaces.

OTHER SURFACES
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR - PLASTIC EXTERIOR- BODYWORK WASH
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500ML

Multi-purpose glass cleaner 
for all vehicle glass surfaces, 
windshields, windows, 
rear-view mirrors. With 
a self-drying effect, it 
evaporates quickly, leaving 
clear surfaces without haze 
or fogging.

LIQUID FOAM
SPRAY

BLN0195

Glass Cleaner
EXTERIOR / INTERIOR
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500ML

Multifunctional cleaner 
completely free of caustics, 
especially indicated for 
easily and effectively 
removing grease, oils and all 
types of strongly adhered 
dirt on all surfaces, both 
interior and exterior, of 
the vehicle. Very effective 
especially in areas with 
persistent dirt such as 
engines.

LIQUID CITRUS

BLN0200

All-Purpose 
Cleaner

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR
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BEFOREBEFORE AFTER

300ML

Specially formulated for the 
protection and recovery 
of the original colour and 
appearance of rubber, 
plastic and vinyl materials, 
both on the interior and 
exterior. Revives and 
recovers natural colour 
and shine. Resistant to 
washing and the action of 
atmospheric agents.

BLN0135

GEL

Black Plastic 
Restorer

EXTERIOR / INTERIOR
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500ML

Product specially 
formulated to remove dirt 
due to the impact of insects 
on the bodywork, glass 
and plastics. It has a high 
dispersing and degreasing 
power, removing dirt 
without great effort. It does 
not damage the treated 
surfaces, leaving them clean 
and shiny after the final 
rinse.

LIQUID MINT

FOAM
SPRAY

BLN0110

Bug & Tar 
Remover

CAR WASH
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